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Abstract:

The sintering behavior of porous $\text{Ce}_{0.9}\text{Gd}_{0.1}\text{O}_{1.95}$ (CGO10) tape cast layers was systematically investigated to establish fundamental kinetic parameters associated to densification and grain growth. Densification and grain growth were characterized by a set of different methods to determine the dominant sintering mechanisms and kinetics, both in isothermal and at constant heating rate (iso-rate) conditions. Densification of porous CGO10 tape is thermally activated with typical activation energy which was estimated around 440-470 kJ·mol$^{-1}$. Grain growth showed similar thermal activation energy of $\sim 427\pm 22$ kJ·mol$^{-1}$ in the temperature range of 1100-1250 °C. Grain-boundary diffusion was identified to be the dominant mechanism in porous CGO10 tapes. Grain growth and densification mechanism were found strictly related in the investigated temperature range. Porosity acts as a grain growth inhibitor and grain boundary mobility in the porous body was estimated around $10^{-18}-10^{-16}$ m$^3$·N$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$ at the investigated temperature range.
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I. Introduction

Ceria is an important catalytic material that offers high stability, tolerance against harsh environments and electrical conductivity at high temperatures [1, 2]. Particularly, trivalent acceptor doped ceria (e.g. \( \text{A}^{3+} \), where A is Gd, Sm, Dy etc.) has attracted interest for its potential as fast ionic conductor in electrochemical applications [3, 4]. Gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) is the best electrolyte material choice for intermediate temperatures solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFC) operating at 600 °C [5-7] and for flue gas purification electrochemical devices [8, 9]. Other applications are as barrier layers in SOFC [10] and oxygen transport membranes operating at high temperatures [11, 12]. Conventionally, the most used doping amounts of gadolinium in ceria are 10mol% and 20mol% (CGO10 and CGO20 for simplification).

For most of these applications, CGO is applied as a thin dense layer on a porous support structure. However, highly porous layer allowing gas flow is necessary in catalytic and in gas purification devices. Independent on the final application, tape casting is a very versatile and cost effective large scale production technique [8, 10, 13]. Furthermore, sintering is of great importance for the final microstructure (e.g. density and grain size) since it induces most of the morphological transformations at high temperature.

In recent years, numerous models have been proposed for a computer simulation and prediction of sintering behavior. The models are based on constitutive laws of sintering and critically depend on the quality of the experimental input parameters [14-18]. The sintering mechanisms activation energy is a crucial input parameter. This can be derived from the constitutive laws by several methods and characterize densification and grain growth in different conditions such as iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach [17-24] and master sintering curve method (MSC) [25, 26] in iso-rate conditions or Dorn’s method in iso-thermal conditions [20, 21, 27, 28]. Both the iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach and MSC method assume that microstructural evolution (both grain size and geometry) are dependent only on density for any given powder and green-body process. Iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach can give out the apparent activation energy evolutions at different densification levels in iso-rate conditions, while
MSC method seeks the best fitting energy value of the entire densification process. MSC is mostly reliable in the case that one diffusion mechanism is dominant in sintering process (i.e. constant activation energy) [25]. Conversely to the iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach and MSC method, the Dorn’s method gives direct access to the densification activation energy [20, 21, 27, 28] by a series of incremental isothermal heating treatments. These methods have been widely used for CGO, especially for the characterization of dry pressed pellet samples sintering. Several values of activation energy have been reported extensively either for undoped or doped ceria using these methods [19, 24, 29-31]. However, with respect to the tape cast materials, a detailed characterization and investigation on the sintering kinetics and activation energy is still missing. This is probably due to the experimental complications related to the use of slurry-based samples, which present lower density (i.e. high porosity) at the green stage. Moreover, supercritical porosity is usually present for green density below 50% [32]. Supercritical porosity is stable in the material during sintering and it can greatly influence densification and grain growth. On the other hand, it has shown that different stress level in the shaping processing can actually influence the particles arrangement in the green body and thus the final densification during sintering [33]. The sintering behavior of low-density tapes is therefore expected to be different from the conventional dry pressing pellets.

In the present work porous CGO10 tape with low-green density relevant for electrolytes in flue gas purification devices, was prepared by tape casting. The densification and grain growth processes of the porous CGO10 tape during sintering were investigated experimentally by optical dilatometry and microscopy. Based on the achieved results, the activation energies for densification and grain growth were evaluated and compared using different approaches (iso-density lines approach, master sintering curve (MSC) method, as well as Dorn’s method), which provided insight into the densification mechanisms. For comparison, the sintering behavior of CGO10 dry pressing pellet was also studied. More generally, this investigation provided a fundamental understanding for densification and grain growth activation energy evaluation by different methods in terms of porous tape cast layer.
II. Experimental procedures

2.1 Material and tape casting

Ce$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{1.95}$ with low surface area (12.8 m$^2$/g, Rhodia S.A., France) was used as starting materials. Two graphite pore formers (V-UF1 99.9, d$_{50}$: 2.6µm, Graphit Kropfmühl, Germany and SGB 10 L/99.9, d$_{50}$: 10µm, Graphit Kropfmühl, Germany) were used in order to obtain sufficient open porosity and pores with suitable shape and size (mainly in respect to use in flue gas purification devices), so that the pores could connect to each other very well. The amounts of the two graphite pore formers were ~4.8 wt% and 2.1 wt%, respectively. The resulting powder mixture was dispersed in a methylehylketone and ethanol (MEKET) based suspension with polyvinyl-pyrrolidone (PVP) as dispersant and polyvinylbutyral (PVB) as binder [34]. The resulting slurry for tape casting was homogenized by ball milling for 72 hours. It was tape-casted on Mylar® foil at constant speed (20 cm/min) in a controlled environment with a blade clearance around 150 µm. The final thickness of the CGO10 tape was approximately 30 µm (green tapes after drying). The CGO green tape was tight rolled and pressed to obtain “bulky” sample of the thin layer which allowed dilatometry measurement. Final shapes of the samples were obtained by cutting the rolled tapes in cylindrical chips of about 5-8 mm in length and 3-5 mm in diameter.

2.2 Dilatometric measurement

Dilatometric measurements were performed by an optical dilatometer (TOMMI, Fraunhofer ISC, Würzburg, Germany). This allows following samples shape evolution during sintering by in-situ and non-contact, simply collecting the sequent images of the samples’ silhouettes projected by a source of visible light onto a high definition camera [17, 23]. “Non-contact” measurement is critical for the tape casting layer due to its intrinsic poor mechanical properties before sintering. The complete thermal cycle including de-binding, pore former removal and sintering, was performed directly in the optical
dilatometer to avoid any possible stress on the samples. The de-binding cycle included a slow heating ramp at 0.33 °C/min step from room temperature to 400 °C, and an isothermal treatment step at 400 °C for 4h to ensure the binders removal. After binder burnout, the samples were fired at the same heating rate to 800°C and held for 2h to remove the graphite pore former. The samples were then heated to 1250 °C (after 800 °C) at heating rates of 0.33, 1 and 5 °C/min. Different heating rates were performed for the isodensity lines approach and the MSC method study. For the Dorn’s method, the temperature increment was given at a step of 15 °C/min in a temperature range of 900-1080 °C in a sequence of 6 steps, with holding of 20 minutes at each step.

The linear strain ($\varepsilon$) was monitored in situ continuously during the heating and cooling cycles. Thermal expansion of the samples was corrected using the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) determined from the cooling part of the shrinkage curve. The relative densities ($\rho$) as a function of temperature is calculated from the linear strain data assuming an isotropic shrinkage behavior:

$$\rho(T) = \rho_0 \exp(-3\varepsilon)$$

where $\rho_0$ is the relative density of green sample.

### 2.3 Microstructure and grain growth

To study the grain growth behaviour of the as-prepared CGO10 tape, the green samples were sintered at four different sintering temperatures with different holding time. Cross sections of the sintered samples were polished and thermally etched at temperatures 100 °C lower than their respective sintering temperatures for 0.5 h to reveal grain boundaries. And microstructures were observed using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Supra, Carl Zeiss, Germany). The porosity and grain size after sintering were determined by post processing of the SEM images, using freeware software ImageJ® [35]. To reduce the error in the determination of porosity, at least ten images with hundreds of pores were taken.
in random regions of the samples and used for the statistical analysis. The relative density was estimated as deduction of porosity. Average grain sizes of the sintered materials were determined by linear intercept method from at least 100 randomly selected grains.

III. Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison of sintering behavior between CGO10 dry pressing pellet and tape cast layer

To clarify the difference in the densification behavior between CGO10 dry pressing pellet and porous tape cast layer, the shrinkage of these two kinds of samples (prepared using identical starting powders) during sintering was studied and compared at first. Fig. 1 shows the variations of shrinkage with temperature at a heating rate of 1°C/min in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C, the inset is the linear strain rate of the two samples. The strain curve of the CGO10 tape cast layer shows similar trend to that of the dry pressing pellet. However, CGO10 tape shows slower shrinkage behavior compared with the dry pressing pellet at lower temperature, whereas it becomes faster as temperature increases. Simultaneously, it can also be found that the temperature at which the CGO10 tape starts to shrink is a little higher compared to the dry pressing pellet. Their difference is shown more clearly in the strain rate plots inserted in Fig. 1. The CGO10 dry pressing pellet shows a higher strain rate at the temperature lower than ~950 °C, and achieves its highest shrinkage rate at about 1080 °C. Whereas the CGO10 tape has a faster strain rate in the temperature range of 950-1250 °C and achieves its highest shrinkage rate at about 1060 °C. This indicates that the densification of CGO10 tape is significantly enhanced compared with the dry pressing pellet at higher temperatures. The repeat of the dilatometric measurement shows good reproducibility for the tape cast samples. Pressed pellets samples can present different sintering behavior depending on the shaping techniques [33]. Therefore, it can be rest assured that the sintering behavior
difference between CGO10 pellet and tape is resulted from their intrinsic microstructural characteristics at the green stage.

Green density, particles and pores arrangement in green samples are important factors influencing mass diffusion during sintering. In this study, the green density of the CGO10 dry pressing pellet was estimated about 0.55 from the geometric shape after cold isostatic pressing. The relative density was about 0.40 for the CGO10 tape after de-binding and pore former removal. Green density for tapes was estimated by the dilatometry data considering the rolled sample isotropic and counting that the measured final relative density of the sample was at 0.63. As expected, the CGO10 dry pressing pellets exhibited a relatively lower onset temperature for densification, and showed a faster shrinkage rate at lower temperature. Normally, colloid processing (e.g. tape casting and slip casting) can obtain uniform microstructure with uniform particle arrangement and less agglomeration, compared to conventional powder processing (e.g. dry pressing). This can lead to faster shrinkage and higher densification. In another work, some of the authors of this paper have shown that different stress level in the shaping processing can actually influence the particles arrangement in the green body and thus the final densification during sintering. Particularly, it was demonstrated that high packing at the green stage cannot result in the higher final density in the case that the sintering shaping stress is high [33]. According to this result, it is confirmed that accurate analysis of the sintering kinetics of tape cast layer cannot be carried out on pressed pellet samples and original shaped samples must be investigated.

3.2 Determination of densification kinetics of CGO10 tape

3.2.1 TOMMI measurement of CGO10 tape during sintering at different heating rates

The strains during sintering of porous CGO10 tape cast layer were measured in-situ and non-contact using a thermo-optical measuring technique (optical dilatometer, TOMMI). The non-contact techniques allow following densification process during firing for samples of diverse shapes in a large
range of shape evolutions. The optical system in TOMMI is designed to project the sample shadow silhouette into a high resolution camera [17, 23]. This can register both swelling and shrinkage in a range of sizes and directions that conventional contact dilatometer cannot register. Optical dilatometry is particularly reliable for the characterization of tape-cast and slurry based samples, where high amount of organic component can lead to drastic change in the sample shape during the firing process [33, 36].

Based on the shrinkage strains in situ measured by TOMMI, the relative densities of porous CGO10 tapes sintered at different heating rates were calculated using Eq. (1). Fig. 2 shows the variations of relative density with sintering temperature at different heating rates in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C. It can be seen that the relative density in Fig. 2 increased continuously with the sintering temperature in the investigated sintering temperature range (800-1250 °C). The porous CGO10 tape starts to densify at about 850 °C and the onset temperature slightly increases as heating rate increases. Remarkable densification is observed at temperatures above 900 °C. The densification proceeds without the typical plateau of the final stage of the sintering, indicating that the residual porosity is not stable and it can be further reduced by firing at high temperatures. The porous CGO10 tape studied in this work was designed for flue gas purification. Therefore a large amount of graphite pore-former was added. After de-binding and pore-former removal, typical porous CGO10 tape reaches relative density of 0.40 (i.e. white density). The final relative density at 1250 °C at the heating rate of 0.33 °C/min is about 0.664. The sintering profile changed at different heating rates leading to final density of 0.626 and 0.607 at the heating rates of 1 and 5 °C/min, respectively. Porosity values of around 35% would fulfill the requirements of free passage of the gases through the flue gas purification devices, assuming that the most of the porosity is open and connected [8, 9]. According to results in Fig. 2, such a density locates at the early stage sintering for the investigated temperatures range [18].

The densification rates of the porous CGO10 tape during sintering were also evaluated from the time derivatives of the density curves (inset Fig. 2). Densification rate curves conveniently display samples sintering activity at different heating conditions. Particularly, the inset plots in Fig. 2 show that
the densification rate increases with the sintering temperature, attaining a peak of activity and then decreasing with the temperature. Furthermore, as the heating rate increases, the maximum densification rate increases and shifts towards higher temperatures. The densification rates peaks are achieved at about 1010, 1060 and 1090 °C respectively as heating rate increases. These results are also consistent with those reported by He et al [19] on CGO10 pellets densification behavior.

3.2.2 Densification kinetics analysis based on constitutive laws

Shrinkage during sintering is driven by thermally activated forces generated in the porous compacts by interface energy minimization between particles, pores, and grains. Surface diffusion, grain boundary diffusion and volume diffusion are the three main thermally activated mechanisms for mass transfer, which can occur simultaneously during sintering [37]. In the constitutive laws for densification, the densification rate is expressed as a function of activation energy \(Q\), which includes all the mechanisms generated during sintering [16, 17]. The strain rate is usually described by the formula:

\[
- \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt} = \frac{1}{3\rho} \frac{d\rho}{dt} = \frac{C_1(\rho)\gamma D}{kT G^n} = \frac{C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{kT G^n} \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right)
\]

(2)

where \(\varepsilon\) is the true strain, \(\rho\) is relative density, \(t\) is time, \(C_1\) is a constant depending on microstructure, \(\gamma\) is the solid-gas interface energy, \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient, \(Q\) is the apparent activation energy for diffusion mechanism leading to densification, \(R\) is the gas constant, \(k\) is Boltzmann constant, \(T\) is absolute temperature, \(G\) is mean grain size, \(n\) is a parameter depending on mechanism (3 for volume diffusion and 4 for grain boundary diffusion). According to the Eq. (2) the densification is thus function of density (porosity) and of some simplified microstructural constants \((C_1, n)\) and grain size \((G)\). However, grain size and porosity change with temperature and individual mechanisms cannot be identified by this approach. Nevertheless, such assumptions are convenient for the estimation of the activation energy of the
whole process, especially when sintering is strongly affected by a dominant mechanism. This is the case of doped ceria which is known to be limited by dominant grain boundary solute drag diffusion [29, 30].

(1) iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach

Rearranging and taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (2), the following equations can be obtained:

\[
\ln(-T \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt}) = -\frac{Q}{RT} + \ln\left(\frac{C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{k}\right) - n \ln G
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[
\ln(T \frac{d\rho}{dt}) = -\frac{Q}{RT} + \ln\left(\frac{3\rho C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{k}\right) - n \ln G
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Logarithmic curves of \(\ln(-T \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt})\) or \(\ln(T \frac{d\rho}{dt})\) as a function of the reciprocal absolute temperature \(1/T\) measured during sintering of green compacts with different constant heating rates can be plotted according Eqs. (3) or (4). Then, points of equal strain (density) on different shrinkage curves can be connected to form so-called iso-strain (iso-density) lines. With the same densification level, the grain sizes are usually identical. Especially in the present work, the effect of grain growth is very limited in the studied density range \((\rho<0.7)\). Therefore, straight lines could be obtained for the iso-strain (iso-density) lines respectively. From the slopes, the activation energy \(Q\) for densification can be calculated for the respective iso-strain (iso-density) conditions [17, 19-23].

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding plots for the evaluation of activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape based on the iso-density lines approach. As expected, the evaluation with the model described above leads to straight iso-density lines for all the investigated density values. Correlation coefficients for all the linear fitting in Fig. 3 are higher than 0.98. Moreover, all the fitted lines are almost parallel to each other, indicating an independency of the activation energy on the relative density in the analyzed densification regime. The activation energy for densification in the investigated density range
(0.46-0.60) is evaluated to be 470±31 kJ·mol⁻¹. Chen [30] reported that the activation energy for densification of pure ceria and 1% gadolinium oxide doped ceria pellets in air is 6.16 eV (~593 kJ·mol⁻¹) and 4.66 eV (~449 kJ·mol⁻¹) respectively, and Jud et al [24] reported that the activation energy for densification of CGO20 pellet is 4.70±0.32 eV (~453±31 kJ·mol⁻¹) in the relative density range of 0.65-0.90. Therefore, the determined activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape, at the early-stage of the sintering, is comparable to those reported for dry pressing pellets in literature.

The estimation of grain size evolution with the temperature for the calculation of the densification activation energy in Eq. (2) can be theoretically distinguished from the densification mechanisms by evaluating the grain growth exponent \( n \). Rearranging and taking the logarithm on both sides of Eq. (2), and including grain growth during sintering, a new formula gives the necessary equation for the determination of the activation energy:

\[
\ln(TG''d\rho) = -Q \frac{1}{RT} + \ln\left(\frac{3\rho C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{k}\right)
\]

(5)

However, fits with low errors can be obtained for both \( n \) equals to 3 (volume diffusion) and 4 (grain boundary diffusion). And the activation energy exhibits in the case \( n=3 \) (~436±31 kJ·mol⁻¹) slightly lower value than the one for \( n=4 \) (~461±26 kJ·mol⁻¹). Volume diffusion normally exhibits higher activation energy than grain boundary diffusion, but diffusion in the case of solute drag mechanism at grain boundary can result highly energetic [30]. However, the adopted method does not allow distinguishing the densification mechanisms. This limitation has also been reported for sintering models based on the constitutive law for other systems [24, 30]. Other limitations are the relatively poor resolution of the applied plotting method, the constitutive scattering of dilatometric data, and the limiting assumption that \( C_1 \) is a constant with the temperature.

(2) Master sintering curve (MSC)
Master sintering curve (MSC) is another simple yet powerful approach to describe the sintering process [25, 26]. The concept of a MSC is based on the premise that the density of a sintering body is a unique function of its thermal history (i.e. all thermal histories can be reduced to a common relationship with relative density). Eq. (2) can be rearranged and integrated as follows:

\[
\frac{k}{\gamma D_0} \int_{\rho_0}^{\rho} \frac{G^n}{3\rho C_1(\rho)} d\rho = \int_0^t \frac{1}{T} \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right) dt
\]

(6)

\[
\Phi(\rho) = \frac{k}{\gamma D_0} \int_{\rho_0}^{\rho} \frac{G^n}{3\rho C_1(\rho)} d\rho
\]

(7)

\[
\Theta(t, T(t)) = \int_0^t \frac{1}{T} \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right) dt
\]

(8)

In such a simplification, it can be found that the \( \Phi(\rho) \) is a microstructure-related function, whereas \( \Theta(t, T(t)) \) depends only on \( Q \) and the time-temperature profile. Differently from the iso-density method, no microstructural parameters directly appear in the equations in MSC. The constants used in Eq. (2) are thus “reduced” to a general microstructural function, which includes all the possible microstructural evolutions as effect of the densification during sintering. By the MSC method, the relationship between the relative density \( \rho \) and \( \Theta(t, T(t)) \) is defined and possible solutions of the Eq. (8) are considered to estimate the activation energy of the dominant phenomena. The value of activation energy that yields the minimum mean residual square (MRS) is thus selected for the construction of MSC. Subsequent iterations allow for the calculation of densification curves for arbitrary time-temperature cycles. Vice versa, the time-temperature cycle can be calculated which provides prescribed densification rates.

In order to plot the master sintering curve, relative density \( \rho \) obtained at different heating rates is plotted against \( \Theta(t, T(t)) \) and the value of \( Q \) is adjusted where data fall on a single curve. The best fit is determined by minimizing the MRS deviation function:
\[ \Delta(\ln(\Theta)) = \int_{\rho_0}^{\rho_f} \frac{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\ln(\Theta_i) - \ln(\Theta_{av})) \right)^2}{N(\rho_0 - \rho_f)} \, d\rho \]  

(9)

where the summation is over the different heating rates, \( \rho_0 \) and \( \rho_f \) are the green and final densities.

**Fig. 4** shows the MSC of porous CGO10 tape and inset shows MRS deviation function plotted against \( Q \) with minimum value of the best fit at \( 440 \pm 20 \) kJ-mol\(^{-1}\). This activation energy value is in good agreement with the results from the iso-density lines method shown in **Fig. 3**. Using this value of \( Q = 440 \) kJ-mol\(^{-1}\), the MSC for sintering of porous CGO10 tape was constructed, as shown in **Fig. 4**. It can be found that an excellent fitting was established based on the three densification curves in **Fig. 2**. The satisfactory construction of MSC reveals that the assumption for MSC establishment is satisfied in the present work. Limitations in using MSC approach are usually registered where sintering is a well-defined sequence of different mechanisms. In such cases the MSC can result difficult at the different level of densification [25]. Therefore, the microstructural evolution (both grain size and geometry) in porous CGO10 tape-cast sample are dependent mainly on density for the given powder and green body process, and most likely one dominant diffusion mechanism is occurring in the sintering process.

(3) **Dorn’s method**

Conversely to the other methods, the Dorn’s method gives direct access to the densification activation energy [20, 21, 27, 28] by a series of incremental isothermal heating treatments. Such an approach is commonly used to measure the activation energy of creep phenomena, and it thus can also be used to study sintering. By the Dorn’s method, the isothermal strain rate is recorded firstly at a temperature \( T_1 \) for a sintering time \( t \), then, following a temperature increment made as rapid as possible, the same recording is made at a temperature \( T_2 \), slightly higher than \( T_1 \). In such conditions, it can be assumed that the microstructural state remains unchanged during the temperature increment, and then the following equality can be obtained:
\((\dot{e})_{\text{end step } T_i} = (\dot{e})_{\text{beginning step } T_i}\) (10)

From Eq. (2), the ratio between the corresponding strain rates \(\dot{e} = \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt}\) can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{\dot{e}_2}{\dot{e}_1} = \frac{T_1}{T_2} \exp \left( -\frac{Q}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T_2} - \frac{1}{T_1} \right) \right)
\] (11)

The densification activation energy is then deduced from:

\[
Q = \frac{RT_1 T_2}{T_2 - T_1} \ln \left( \frac{T_2 \dot{e}_2}{T_1 \dot{e}_1} \right)
\] (12)

An important assumption is that the microstructural state remains unchanged during the temperature increment. However, this may not always be the case during isothermal experiments especially at high densification levels. As well, isothermal holding may influence the sintering behavior at subsequent sintering steps as sintering proceeds. It is hence important that a short isothermal holding is used to reduce its influence on the subsequent sintering steps, while it must still be long enough to achieve thermal equilibrium at every isothermal step. The method better suits the early stage of sintering and an appropriate temperature interval is recommended to reduce the possible microstructural change during the temperature increment. For the porous CGO10 samples, the temperature increment was given at a step of 15 °C/min and an interval 30 °C from 900 °C to 1080 °C, and a holding of 20 minutes at each step was used. Fig. 5 shows the determined activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape for each temperature step using Dorn’s method. It was evaluated to be 453±27 kJ·mol⁻¹. This is again in good agreement with the results from the iso-density lines and MSC methods.

Comparing the results obtained from different methods, some simple considerations can be done. The three methods are based on the characterization of densification, as a function of the linear strain, by dilatometry. As a consequence, the accuracy of the data acquisition is crucial especially for those samples, as slurry-based ones, which can present drastic shape evolution during firing. In the iso-rate conditions,
the MSC gives a “best-fitting” energy value of the overall thermally activated phenomena while the iso-density lines approach gives out a series of activation energy at respective densification levels. Such values in the porous CGO tape samples, at the investigated density range (0.47-0.60), resulted almost constant. The Dorn’s method also gives as result the values of activation energy at each thermal step. However, these resulted slightly different at the different steps, ranging from 417 to 479 kJ/mol. Particularly, Fig. 5 shows that CGO10 tapes present a peak of thermal activation energy at temperatures between 950 and 1050 °C. Such a result is consistent with data in Fig. 2 which shows a critical activity of sintering activity as function of the temperature. Although, the variation of the determined activation energy in the studied densification range is limited, the Dorn’s method seems to represent in a better detail the thermal diffusivity in the sample than a representation limited to the level of densification. This can be explained by the fact that diffusive phenomena are better described by the thermal energy level than on the microstructure, especially when this is evolving in a narrow range of density and porosity variations.

Despite such differences, results showed that various heating cycles for the studied porous CGO10 tape can be described by the same MSC using constant thermal activation energy. It is proved that all the values of activation energy calculated by the three different methods match with each other quite well, no matter whether taken in iso-rate or iso-thermal conditions. This indicates that the assumptions for these methods, such as microstructure evolution during sintering only dependent on density, microstructural state unchanged during temperature increment in Dorn’s method, etc. are basically correct in the present study. It also indicates that the whole investigated sintering process was dominated by a same diffusion mechanism. Such individual mechanism, however, cannot be distinguished by dilatometry and a direct microstructural characterization is needed.

3.3 Determination of grain growth kinetics of CGO10 tape
The above methods give out the apparent densification activation energy only based on the geometry (i.e. strain or density) evolution during sintering, which do not refer to any particular microstructures. However, the driving force in sintering is related to the microstructural features because it depends mainly on the surface energy at the grain boundaries and pore/grain interface. The grain growth of porous CGO10 tape during early stage sintering was also investigated to clarify the relation between microstructure and densification in the sintering kinetics. As an illustration, high resolution SEM images of CGO10 tape sintered at 1250 °C/0h and 1250 °C/4h are shown in Fig. 6.

The average grain size, $G$, was evaluated from the SEM images and Fig. 7 displays the variations of grain size versus isothermal time at different temperatures. This shows that the grain size increases with sintering proceeds for all the investigated CGO10 tapes at different heating temperatures. Grain growth is very slow for the CGO10 samples sintered at 1100-1200 °C, which becomes faster for the samples sintered at 1250 °C. This is expected in CGO because the high dopant level constrains the growth by solute drag effect especially at low temperatures [30]. However, compared to the dry pressing pellets, the grain growth in the investigated porous CGO10 tape in the initial stage of sintering is very limited overall [19, 31], indicating a certain inhibition of the sintering process due to the large porosity in the samples. The latter is expected especially where supercritical porosity (stable) is present in the material [32, 37]. Although in CGO porous tapes final stage of the sintering was not achieved, both dilatometry (see, Fig. 1) and microscopy analysis (not shown here) suggested that supercritical porosity induced by use of graphite pore-former was pretty high at around 20-30 % of the total volume.

Normally, grain growth kinetics is analyzed under isothermal conditions from grain size vs. time curves (Fig. 7), in accordance with the well-known grain growth kinetics equation: [31, 38]

$$G_t^m - G_0^m = K_t = K_0 t \exp\left(-\frac{Q_g}{RT}\right)$$

(13)

where $G_t$ is the average grain size at time $t$, $G_0$ is the initial grain size, $m$ is the kinetic grain growth exponent typically between 2 and 4, $K$ is a rate constant, $K_0$ is a pre-exponential constant, $Q_g$ is the
apparent activation energy for grain growth, \( R \) is the gas constant and \( T \) is the absolute temperature. The kinetic grain growth exponent \( m \) for CGO was assumed to be 2 from Chen \textit{et al} \cite{30}. And therefore Eq. (13) can also be rewritten as:

\[
\ln(G^2_t - G^2_0) = \ln K_0 + \ln t - \frac{Q_g}{RT}
\]

(14)

Fig. 8 shows the corresponding plots for the evaluation of activation energy for grain growth based on Eq. (14). It is shown that data are well fitted in by linear functions fitting and the activation energy for grain growth of CGO10 tape was evaluated by the slope to be 427±22 kJ·mol\(^{-1}\). Correlation coefficients for all the linear fitting in Fig. 8 are higher than 0.99. The pre-exponential constant \( K_0 \) was also calculated, with a value of 0.04 m\(^2\)·s\(^{-1}\), which represents the grain growth rate to some extent. The fitting of grain growth exponent \( m \) equals to 3 and 4 was also conducted in this work, but the linear regression was unacceptable. This suggests that the assumption of \( m=2 \) is reasonable and grain growth of the porous CGO10 tape proceeds predominantly through grain boundary diffusion mechanism \cite{30,31}. It is also found that the evaluated activation energy for grain growth is very close to that determined for densification of CGO10 tape. Therefore, we can conclude that the densification processes of porous CGO10 tape in the early stage of sintering are dominated by the same diffusion mechanism.

Grain growth kinetics Eq. (13) can also be rewritten as \cite{29,30}:

\[
G^2_t - G^2_0 = 2M \gamma (t - t_0)
\]

(15)

where \( M \) is the grain boundary mobility, \( \gamma \) is grain boundary energy. From the grain growth kinetics analyzed above, grain boundary mobility can be evaluated. In the analysis of the sintering processes, the grain boundary energy of the material is generally taken constant. For doped-ceria systems grain boundary energy is \( \gamma \approx 0.3 \) J·m\(^{-2}\) \cite{29}. The grain boundary mobility for the porous CGO10 tape was calculated about \( 10^{-18} - 10^{-16} \) m\(^3\)·N\(^{-1}\)·s\(^{-1}\) in the investigated temperature range (1100-1250 °C), which is estimated to be around 1-2 order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding dry pressing pellet \cite{29}.
This confirms that porosity acts as grain growth inhibitor during sintering. The forces driving the sintering are generated by energy minimization processes at the surface of particles and grains. Such phenomena are carried out via mass diffusion mechanisms and lead to spontaneous contacting, adhesion, densification and growth of the particles. High porosity can decrease the chance of particle contact, and grain boundary mobility is therefore slowed, which leads to the slower grain growth for the investigated porous CGO10 tape.

Similarly to the MSC, we can also define:

$$\Theta_g \equiv K_0 t \exp\left(-\frac{Q_g}{RT}\right)$$

(16)

Therefore, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as:

$$G_t^2 - G_0^2 = \Theta_g$$

(17)

The relationship between $G_t$ and $\Theta_g$ can be regarded as a grain growth master curve [39]. Based on the evaluated pre-exponential constant $K_0$ and activation energy $Q_g$ for grain growth, the grain growth master curve for sintering of porous CGO10 tape was constructed, as shown in Fig. 9. Our experimental measurements for CGO10 tape sintered at different temperatures and times are also shown in Fig. 9, well fitted to the constructed grain growth master curve.

V. Conclusion

Compared to dry pressing pellet, the porous CGO10 tapes showed different densification behavior due to their different green density and particle arrangement. This work investigated the densification and grain growth kinetics in the early-stage sintering of porous CGO10 tape. The sintering kinetics and activation energy for densification were determined employing three different methods: iso-density lines approach, master sintering curve (MSC), and the Dorn’s method. The iso-density lines
approach and Dorn’s method gave out a series of activation energy at respective densification levels, whereas the variation of the determined values in the investigated densification range is very limited. For the MSC method, constant activation energy was determined for the entire sintering process. All the three methods produced similar kinetics results with densification activation energy of around 440-470 kJ·mol$^{-1}$. This indicated that the whole investigated sintering process is dominated by a unique diffusion mechanism. Moreover, the activation energy for grain growth was evaluated to be $\sim 427\pm 22$ kJ·mol$^{-1}$ in the temperature range 1100-1250 °C and the grain growth master curve was constructed. It is indicated that both the densification and grain growth processes for porous CGO10 tape are dominated by grain boundary diffusion mechanism. The determined activation energy for densification energy and grain growth of porous CGO10 tape is comparable to those values reported for gadolinium oxide doped ceria dry pressing pellets in literature. However, due to the high porosity, the grain boundary mobility for porous CGO10 tape ($10^{18}$-10$^{16}$ m$^3$·N$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$) was estimated around 1-2 order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding dry pressing pellet in the investigated temperature range, which led to the slower grain growth behaviour in porous CGO10 tape.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1 Strain comparison of CGO10 pellet and tape as a function of sintering temperature at a heating rate of 1°C/min in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C. The inset is the linear strain rate of the correspondent plots.

Fig. 2 Relative densities evolution of porous CGO10 tape as a function of temperature at different heating rates in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C. Inset plots show the corresponding densification rates.

Fig. 3 Logarithm curves of $\ln(T \frac{d\rho}{dt})$ against reciprocal sintering temperature for CGO10 tape at different relative densities

Fig. 4 Constructed MSC for sintering of porous CGO10 tape using activation energy of $Q=440 \text{ kJmol}^{-1}$ for the whole stage. The inset shows the mean residual square (MRS) as a function of activation energy.

Fig. 5 Determination of activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape by using Dorn’s method

Fig. 6 SEM images of CGO10 tape sintered at 1250 °C/0h and 1250 °C/4h

Fig. 7 Variations of average grain size versus isothermal time at different temperatures

Fig. 8 Logarithm curves of $\ln(G_i^2 - G_0^2)$ against reciprocal sintering temperature of CGO10 tape, with apparent activation energy indicated

Fig. 9 Grain growth master curve for porous CGO10 tape
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Abstract:

The sintering behavior of porous $\text{Ce}_{0.9}\text{Gd}_{0.1}\text{O}_{1.95}$ (CGO10) tape cast layers was systematically investigated to establish fundamental kinetic parameters associated to densification and grain growth. Densification and grain growth were characterized by a set of different methods to determine the dominant sintering mechanisms and kinetics, both in isothermal and at constant heating rate (iso-rate) conditions. Densification of porous CGO10 tape is thermally activated with typical activation energy which was estimated around 440-470 kJ·mol$^{-1}$. Grain growth showed similar thermal activation energy of $\sim$427±22 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ in the temperature range of 1100-1250 °C. Grain-boundary diffusion was identified to be the dominant mechanism in porous CGO10 tapes. Grain growth and densification mechanism were found strictly related in the investigated temperature range. Porosity acts as a grain growth inhibitor and grain boundary mobility in the porous body was estimated around $10^{-18}$-$10^{-16}$ m$^3$·N$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$ at the investigated temperature range.
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I. Introduction

Ceria is an important catalytic material that offers high stability, tolerance against harsh environments and electrical conductivity at high temperatures [1, 2]. Particularly, trivalent acceptor doped ceria (e.g. A^{3+}, where A is Gd, Sm, Dy etc.) has attracted interest for its potential as fast ionic conductor in electrochemical applications [3, 4]. Gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) is the best electrolyte material choice for intermediate temperatures solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFC) operating at 600 °C [5-7] and for flue gas purification electrochemical devices [8, 9]. Other applications are as barrier layers in SOFC [10] and oxygen transport membranes operating at high temperatures [11, 12]. Conventionally, the most used doping amounts of gadolinium in ceria are 10mol% and 20mol% (CGO10 and CGO20 for simplification). For most of these applications, CGO is applied as a thin dense layer on a porous support structure. However, highly porous layer allowing gas flow is necessary in catalytic and in gas purification devices. Independent on the final application, tape casting is a very versatile and cost effective large scale production technique [8, 10, 13]. Furthermore, sintering is of great importance for the final microstructure (e.g. density and grain size) since it induces most of the morphological transformations at high temperature.

In recent years, numerous models have been proposed for a computer simulation and prediction of sintering behavior. The models are based on constitutive laws of sintering and critically depend on the quality of the experimental input parameters [14-18]. The sintering mechanisms activation energy is a crucial input parameter. This can be derived from the constitutive laws by several methods and characterize densification and grain growth in different conditions such as iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach [17-24] and master sintering curve method (MSC) [25, 26] in iso-rate conditions or Dorn’s method in iso-thermal conditions [20, 21, 27, 28]. Both the iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach and MSC method assume that microstructural evolution (both grain size and geometry) are dependent only on density for any given powder and green-body process. Iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach can give out the apparent activation energy evolutions at different densification levels in iso-rate conditions, while
MSC method seeks the best fitting energy value of the entire densification process. MSC is mostly reliable in the case that one diffusion mechanism is dominant in sintering process (i.e. constant activation energy) [25]. Conversely to the iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach and MSC method, the Dorn’s method gives direct access to the densification activation energy [20, 21, 27, 28] by a series of incremental isothermal heating treatments. These methods have been widely used for CGO, especially for the characterization of dry pressed pellet samples sintering. Several values of activation energy have been reported extensively either for undoped or doped ceria using these methods [19, 24, 29-31]. However, with respect to the tape cast materials, a detailed characterization and investigation on the sintering kinetics and activation energy is still missing. This is probably due to the experimental complications related to the use of slurry-based samples, which present lower density (i.e. high porosity) at the green stage. Moreover, supercritical porosity is usually present for green density below 50% [32]. Supercritical porosity is stable in the material during sintering and it can greatly influence densification and grain growth. On the other hand, it has shown that different stress level in the shaping processing can actually influence the particles arrangement in the green body and thus the final densification during sintering [33]. The sintering behavior of low-density tapes is therefore expected to be different from the conventional dry pressing pellets.

In the present work porous CGO10 tape with low-green density relevant for electrolytes in flue gas purification devices, was prepared by tape casting. The densification and grain growth processes of the porous CGO10 tape during sintering were investigated experimentally by optical dilatometry and microscopy. Based on the achieved results, the activation energies for densification and grain growth were evaluated and compared using different approaches (iso-density lines approach, master sintering curve (MSC) method, as well as Dorn’s method), which provided insight into the densification mechanisms. For comparison, the sintering behavior of CGO10 dry pressing pellet was also studied. More generally, this investigation provided a fundamental understanding for densification and grain growth activation energy evaluation by different methods in terms of porous tape cast layer.
II. Experimental procedures

2.1 Material and tape casting

Ce$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{1.95}$ with low surface area (12.8 m$^2$/g, Rhodia S.A., France) was used as starting materials. Two graphite pore formers (V-U1 99.9, d$_{50}$: 2.6µm, Graphit Kropfmühl, Germany and SGB 10 L/99.9, d$_{50}$: 10µm, Graphit Kropfmühl, Germany) were used in order to obtain sufficient open porosity and pores with suitable shape and size (mainly in respect to use in flue gas purification devices), so that the pores could connect to each other very well. The amounts of the two graphite pore formers were ~4.8 wt% and 2.1 wt%, respectively. The resulting powder mixture was dispersed in a methylehylketone and ethanol (MEKET) based suspension with polyvinyl-pyrrolidone (PVP) as dispersant and polyvinylbutyral (PVB) as binder [34]. The resulting slurry for tape casting was homogenized by ball milling for 72 hours. It was tape-casted on Mylar® foil at constant speed (20 cm/min) in a controlled environment with a blade clearance around 150 µm. The final thickness of the CGO10 tape was approximately 30 µm (green tapes after drying). The CGO green tape was tight rolled and pressed to obtain “bulky” sample of the thin layer which allowed dilatometry measurement. Final shapes of the samples were obtained by cutting the rolled tapes in cylindrical chips of about 5-8 mm in length and 3-5 mm in diameter.

2.2 Dilatometric measurement

Dilatometric measurements were performed by an optical dilatometer (TOMMI, Fraunhofer ISC, Würzburg, Germany). This allows following samples shape evolution during sintering by in-situ and non-contact, simply collecting the sequent images of the samples’ silhouettes projected by a source of visible light onto a high definition camera [17, 23]. “Non-contact” measurement is critical for the tape casting layer due to its intrinsic poor mechanical properties before sintering. The complete thermal cycle including de-binding, pore former removal and sintering, was performed directly in the optical
dilatometer to avoid any possible stress on the samples. The de-binding cycle included a slow heating ramp at 0.33 °C/min step from room temperature to 400 °C, and an isothermal treatment step at 400 °C for 4h to ensure the binders removal. After binder burnout, the samples were fired at the same heating rate to 800°C and held for 2h to remove the graphite pore former. The samples were then heated to 1250 °C (after 800 °C) at heating rates of 0.33, 1 and 5 °C/min. Different heating rates were performed for the iso-density lines approach and the MSC method study. For the Dorn’s method, the temperature increment was given at a step of 15 °C/min in a temperature range of 900-1080 °C in a sequence of 6 steps, with holding of 20 minutes at each step.

The linear strain ($\varepsilon$) was monitored in situ continuously during the heating and cooling cycles. Thermal expansion of the samples was corrected using the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) determined from the cooling part of the shrinkage curve. The relative densities ($\rho$) as a function of temperature is calculated from the linear strain data assuming an isotropic shrinkage behavior:

$$\rho(T) = \rho_0 \exp(-3\varepsilon)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\rho_0$ is the relative density of green sample.

### 2.3 Microstructure and grain growth

To study the grain growth behaviour of the as-prepared CGO10 tape, the green samples were sintered at four different sintering temperatures with different holding time. Cross sections of the sintered samples were polished and thermally etched at temperatures 100 °C lower than their respective sintering temperatures for 0.5 h to reveal grain boundaries. And microstructures were observed using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Supra, Carl Zeiss, Germany). The porosity and grain size after sintering were determined by post processing of the SEM images, using freeware software ImageJ® [35]. To reduce the error in the determination of porosity, at least ten images with hundreds of pores were taken
in random regions of the samples and used for the statistical analysis. The relative density was estimated as deduction of porosity. Average grain sizes of the sintered materials were determined by linear intercept method from at least 100 randomly selected grains.

III. Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison of sintering behavior between CGO10 dry pressing pellet and tape cast layer

To clarify the difference in the densification behavior between CGO10 dry pressing pellet and porous tape cast layer, the shrinkage of these two kinds of samples (prepared using identical starting powders) during sintering was studied and compared at first. Fig. 1 shows the variations of shrinkage with temperature at a heating rate of 1°C/min in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C, the inset is the linear strain rate of the two samples. The strain curve of the CGO10 tape cast layer shows similar trend to that of the dry pressing pellet. However, CGO10 tape shows slower shrinkage behavior compared with the dry pressing pellet at lower temperature, whereas it becomes faster as temperature increases. Simultaneously, it can also be found that the temperature at which the CGO10 tape starts to shrink is a little higher compared to the dry pressing pellet. Their difference is shown more clearly in the strain rate plots inserted in Fig. 1. The CGO10 dry pressing pellet shows a higher strain rate at the temperature lower than ~950 °C, and achieves its highest shrinkage rate at about 1080 °C. Whereas the CGO10 tape has a faster strain rate in the temperature range of 950-1250 °C and achieves its highest shrinkage rate at about 1060 °C. This indicates that the densification of CGO10 tape is significantly enhanced compared with the dry pressing pellet at higher temperatures. The repeat of the dilatometric measurement shows good reproducibility for the tape cast samples. Pressed pellets samples can present different sintering behavior depending on the shaping techniques [33]. Therefore, it can be rest assured that the sintering behavior
difference between CGO10 pellet and tape is resulted from their intrinsic microstructural characteristics at the green stage.

Green density, particles and pores arrangement in green samples are important factors influencing mass diffusion during sintering. In this study, the green density of the CGO10 dry pressing pellet was estimated about 0.55 from the geometric shape after cold isostatic pressing. The relative density was about 0.40 for the CGO10 tape after de-binding and pore former removal. Green density for tapes was estimated by the dilatometry data considering the rolled sample isotropic and counting that the measured final relative density of the sample was at 0.63. As expected, the CGO10 dry pressing pellets exhibited a relatively lower onset temperature for densification, and showed a faster shrinkage rate at lower temperature. Normally, colloid processing (e.g. tape casting and slip casting) can obtain uniform microstructure with uniform particle arrangement and less agglomeration, compared to conventional powder processing (e.g. dry pressing). This can lead to faster shrinkage and higher densification. In another work, some of the authors of this paper have shown that different stress level in the shaping processing can actually influence the particles arrangement in the green body and thus the final densification during sintering. Particularly, it was demonstrated that high packing at the green stage cannot result in the higher final density in the case that the sintering shaping stress is high [33]. According to this result, it is confirmed that accurate analysis of the sintering kinetics of tape cast layer cannot be carried out on pressed pellet samples and original shaped samples must be investigated.

3.2 Determination of densification kinetics of CGO10 tape

3.2.1 TOMMI measurement of CGO10 tape during sintering at different heating rates

The strains during sintering of porous CGO10 tape cast layer were measured in-situ and non-contact using a thermo-optical measuring technique (optical dilatometer, TOMMI). The non-contact techniques allow following densification process during firing for samples of diverse shapes in a large
range of shape evolutions. The optical system in TOMMI is designed to project the sample shadow silhouette into a high resolution camera [17, 23]. This can register both swelling and shrinkage in a range of sizes and directions that conventional contact dilatometer cannot register. Optical dilatometry is particularly reliable for the characterization of tape-cast and slurry based samples, where high amount of organic component can lead to drastic change in the sample shape during the firing process [33, 36].

Based on the shrinkage strains in situ measured by TOMMI, the relative densities of porous CGO10 tapes sintered at different heating rates were calculated using Eq. (1). Fig. 2 shows the variations of relative density with sintering temperature at different heating rates in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C. It can be seen that the relative density in Fig. 2 increased continuously with the sintering temperature in the investigated sintering temperature range (800-1250 °C). The porous CGO10 tape starts to densify at about 850 °C and the onset temperature slightly increases as heating rate increases. Remarkable densification is observed at temperatures above 900 °C. The densification proceeds without the typical plateau of the final stage of the sintering, indicating that the residual porosity is not stable and it can be further reduced by firing at high temperatures. The porous CGO10 tape studied in this work was designed for flue gas purification. Therefore a large amount of graphite pore-former was added. After de-binding and pore-former removal, typical porous CGO10 tape reaches relative density of 0.40 (i.e. white density). The final relative density at 1250 °C at the heating rate of 0.33 °C/min is about 0.664. The sintering profile changed at different heating rates leading to final density of 0.626 and 0.607 at the heating rates of 1 and 5 °C/min, respectively. Porosity values of around 35% would fulfill the requirements of free passage of the gases through the flue gas purification devices, assuming that the most of the porosity is open and connected [8, 9]. According to results in Fig. 2, such a density locates at the early stage sintering for the investigated temperatures range [18].

The densification rates of the porous CGO10 tape during sintering were also evaluated from the time derivatives of the density curves (inset Fig. 2). Densification rate curves conveniently display samples sintering activity at different heating conditions. Particularly, the inset plots in Fig. 2 show that
the densification rate increases with the sintering temperature, attaining a peak of activity and then decreasing with the temperature. Furthermore, as the heating rate increases, the maximum densification rate increases and shifts towards higher temperatures. The densification rates peaks are achieved at about 1010, 1060 and 1090 °C respectively as heating rate increases. These results are also consistent with those reported by He et al [19] on CGO10 pellets densification behavior.

3.2.2 Densification kinetics analysis based on constitutive laws

Shrinkage during sintering is driven by thermally activated forces generated in the porous compacts by interface energy minimization between particles, pores, and grains. Surface diffusion, grain boundary diffusion and volume diffusion are the three main thermally activated mechanisms for mass transfer, which can occur simultaneously during sintering [37]. In the constitutive laws for densification, the densification rate is expressed as a function of activation energy (\( Q \)), which includes all the mechanisms generated during sintering [16, 17]. The strain rate is usually described by the formula:

\[
\frac{d\varepsilon}{dt} = \frac{1}{3\rho} \frac{d\rho}{dt} = \frac{C_1(\rho)\gamma D}{kTG^n} = \frac{C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{kTG^n} \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right)
\]  

where \( \varepsilon \) is the true strain, \( \rho \) is relative density, \( t \) is time, \( C_1 \) is a constant depending on microstructure, \( \gamma \) is the solid-gas interface energy, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient, \( Q \) is the apparent activation energy for diffusion mechanism leading to densification, \( R \) is the gas constant, \( k \) is Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is absolute temperature, \( G \) is mean grain size, \( n \) is a parameter depending on mechanism (3 for volume diffusion and 4 for grain boundary diffusion). According to the Eq. (2) the densification is thus function of density (porosity) and of some simplified microstructural constants \((C_1, n)\) and grain size \((G)\). However, grain size and porosity change with temperature and individual mechanisms cannot be identified by this approach. Nevertheless, such assumptions are convenient for the estimation of the activation energy of the
whole process, especially when sintering is strongly affected by a dominant mechanism. This is the case of doped ceria which is known to be limited by dominant grain boundary solute drag diffusion [29, 30].

(1) iso-strain (iso-density) lines approach

Rearranging and taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (2), the following equations can be obtained:

\[ \ln(-T \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt}) = -\frac{Q}{RT} + \ln\left(\frac{C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{k}\right) - n \ln G \]

(3)

\[ \ln(T \frac{d\rho}{dt}) = -\frac{Q}{RT} + \ln\left(\frac{3\rho C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{k}\right) - n \ln G \]

(4)

Logarithmic curves of \( \ln(-T \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt}) \) or \( \ln(T \frac{d\rho}{dt}) \) as a function of the reciprocal absolute temperature \((1/T)\) measured during sintering of green compacts with different constant heating rates can be plotted according Eqs. (3) or (4). Then, points of equal strain (density) on different shrinkage curves can be connected to form so-called iso-strain (iso-density) lines. With the same densification level, the grain sizes are usually identical. Especially in the present work, the effect of grain growth is very limited in the studied density range \((\rho<0.7)\). Therefore, straight lines could be obtained for the iso-strain (iso-density) lines respectively. From the slopes, the activation energy \( Q \) for densification can be calculated for the respective iso-strain (iso-density) conditions [17, 19-23].

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding plots for the evaluation of activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape based on the iso-density lines approach. As expected, the evaluation with the model described above leads to straight iso-density lines for all the investigated density values. Correlation coefficients for all the linear fitting in Fig. 3 are higher than 0.98. Moreover, all the fitted lines are almost parallel to each other, indicating an independency of the activation energy on the relative density in the analyzed densification regime. The activation energy for densification in the investigated density range
(0.46-0.60) is evaluated to be 470±31 kJ·mol⁻¹. Chen [30] reported that the activation energy for densification of pure ceria and 1% gadolinium oxide doped ceria pellets in air is 6.16 eV (~593 kJ·mol⁻¹) and 4.66 eV (~449 kJ·mol⁻¹) respectively, and Jud et al [24] reported that the activation energy for densification of CGO20 pellet is 4.70±0.32 eV (~453±31 kJ·mol⁻¹) in the relative density range of 0.65-0.90. Therefore, the determined activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape, at the early-stage of the sintering, is comparable to those reported for dry pressing pellets in literature.

The estimation of grain size evolution with the temperature for the calculation of the densification activation energy in Eq. (2) can be theoretically distinguished from the densification mechanisms by evaluating the grain growth exponent \( n \). Rearranging and taking the logarithm on both sides of Eq. (2), and including grain growth during sintering, a new formula gives the necessary equation for the determination of the activation energy:

\[
\ln(T^d \frac{d\rho}{dt}) = \frac{Q}{RT} + \ln\left(\frac{3\rho C_1(\rho)\gamma D_0}{k}\right)
\]

(5)

However, fits with low errors can be obtained for both \( n \) equals to 3 (volume diffusion) and 4 (grain boundary diffusion). And the activation energy exhibits in the case \( n=3 \) (~436±31 kJ·mol⁻¹) slightly lower value than the one for \( n=4 \) (~461±26 kJ·mol⁻¹). Volume diffusion normally exhibits higher activation energy than grain boundary diffusion, but diffusion in the case of solute drag mechanism at grain boundary can result highly energetic [30]. However, the adopted method does not allow distinguishing the densification mechanisms. This limitation has also been reported for sintering models based on the constitutive law for other systems [24, 30]. Other limitations are the relatively poor resolution of the applied plotting method, the constitutive scattering of dilatometric data, and the limiting assumption that \( C_1 \) is a constant with the temperature.

(2) Master sintering curve (MSC)
Master sintering curve (MSC) is another simple yet powerful approach to describe the sintering process [25, 26]. The concept of a MSC is based on the premise that the density of a sintering body is a unique function of its thermal history (i.e. all thermal histories can be reduced to a common relationship with relative density). Eq. (2) can be rearranged and integrated as follows:

\[
\frac{k}{\gamma D_0} \int_{\rho_0}^{\rho} \frac{G^n}{3\rho C_1(\rho)} \, d\rho = \int_0^T \frac{1}{T} \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right) \, dt
\]

(6)

\[
\Phi(\rho) = \frac{k}{\gamma D_0} \int_{\rho_0}^{\rho} \frac{G^n}{3\rho C_1(\rho)} \, d\rho
\]

(7)

\[
\Theta(t, T(t)) = \int_0^T \frac{1}{T} \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{RT}\right) \, dt
\]

(8)

In such a simplification, it can be found that the \(\Phi(\rho)\) is a microstructure-related function, whereas \(\Theta(t, T(t))\) depends only on \(Q\) and the time-temperature profile. Differently from the iso-density method, no microstructural parameters directly appear in the equations in MSC. The constants used in Eq. (2) are thus “reduced” to a general microstructural function, which includes all the possible microstructural evolutions as effect of the densification during sintering. By the MSC method, the relationship between the relative density \(\rho\) and \(\Theta(t, T(t))\) is defined and possible solutions of the Eq. (8) are considered to estimate the activation energy of the dominant phenomena. The value of activation energy that yields the minimum mean residual square (MRS) is thus selected for the construction of MSC. Subsequent iterations allow for the calculation of densification curves for arbitrary time-temperature cycles. Vice versa, the time-temperature cycle can be calculated which provides prescribed densification rates.

In order to plot the master sintering curve, relative density \(\rho\) obtained at different heating rates is plotted against \(\Theta(t, T(t))\) and the value of \(Q\) is adjusted where data fall on a single curve. The best fit is determined by minimizing the MRS deviation function:
\[
\Delta(\ln(\Theta)) = \int_{\rho_0}^{\rho_f} \frac{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} (\ln(\Theta_i) - \ln(\Theta_{av}))\right)^2}{N(\rho_0 - \rho_f)} \, d\rho
\]  

(9)

where the summation is over the different heating rates, \( \rho_0 \) and \( \rho_f \) are the green and final densities.

Fig. 4 shows the MSC of porous CGO10 tape and inset shows MRS deviation function plotted against \( Q \) with minimum value of the best fit at 440±20 kJ-mol\(^{-1}\). This activation energy value is in good agreement with the results from the iso-density lines method shown in Fig. 3. Using this value of \( Q= 440 \) kJ-mol\(^{-1}\), the MSC for sintering of porous CGO10 tape was constructed, as shown in Fig. 4. It can be found that an excellent fitting was established based on the three densification curves in Fig. 2. The satisfactory construction of MSC reveals that the assumption for MSC establishment is satisfied in the present work. Limitations in using MSC approach are usually registered where sintering is a well-defined sequence of different mechanisms. In such cases the MSC can result difficult at the different level of densification [25]. Therefore, the microstructural evolution (both grain size and geometry) in porous CGO10 tape-cast sample are dependent mainly on density for the given powder and green body process, and most likely one dominant diffusion mechanism is occurring in the sintering process.

(3) Dorn’s method

Conversely to the other methods, the Dorn’s method gives direct access to the densification activation energy [20, 21, 27, 28] by a series of incremental isothermal heating treatments. Such an approach is commonly used to measure the activation energy of creep phenomena, and it thus can also be used to study sintering. By the Dorn’s method, the isothermal strain rate is recorded firstly at a temperature \( T_1 \) for a sintering time \( t \), then, following a temperature increment made as rapid as possible, the same recording is made at a temperature \( T_2 \), slightly higher than \( T_1 \). In such conditions, it can be assumed that the microstructural state remains unchanged during the temperature increment, and then the following equality can be obtained:
\[(\varepsilon)_{\text{end step } T_2} = (\varepsilon)_{\text{beginning step } T_1} \quad (10)\]

From Eq. (2), the ratio between the corresponding strain rates \( \dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt} \) can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{\dot{\varepsilon}_2}{\dot{\varepsilon}_1} = \frac{T_1}{T_2} \exp \left( \frac{-Q}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T_2} - \frac{1}{T_1} \right) \right) \quad (11)
\]

The densification activation energy is then deduced from:

\[
Q = \frac{RT_2}{T_2 - T_1} \ln \left( \frac{T_2 \dot{\varepsilon}_2}{T_1 \dot{\varepsilon}_1} \right) \quad (12)
\]

An important assumption is that the microstructural state remains unchanged during the temperature increment. However, this may not always be the case during isothermal experiments especially at high densification levels. As well, isothermal holding may influence the sintering behavior at subsequent sintering steps as sintering proceeds. It is hence important that a short isothermal holding is used to reduce its influence on the subsequent sintering steps, while it must still be long enough to achieve thermal equilibrium at every isothermal step. The method better suits the early stage of sintering and an appropriate temperature interval is recommended to reduce the possible microstructural change during the temperature increment. For the porous CGO10 samples, the temperature increment was given at a step of 15 °C/min and an interval 30 °C from 900 °C to 1080 °C, and a holding of 20 minutes at each step was used. Fig. 5 shows the determined activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape for each temperature step using Dorn’s method. It was evaluated to be 453±27 kJ·mol\(^{-1}\). This is again in good agreement with the results from the iso-density lines and MSC methods.

Comparing the results obtained from different methods, some simple considerations can be done. The three methods are based on the characterization of densification, as a function of the linear strain, by dilatometry. As a consequence, the accuracy of the data acquisition is crucial especially for those samples, as slurry-based ones, which can present drastic shape evolution during firing. In the iso-rate conditions,
the MSC gives a “best-fitting” energy value of the overall thermally activated phenomena while the iso-density lines approach gives out a series of activation energy at respective densification levels. Such values in the porous CGO tape samples, at the investigated density range (0.47-0.60), resulted almost constant. The Dorn’s method also gives as result the values of activation energy at each thermal step. However, these resulted slightly different at the different steps, ranging from 417 to 479 kJ/mol. Particularly, Fig. 5 shows that CGO10 tapes present a peak of thermal activation energy at temperatures between 950 and 1050 °C. Such a result is consistent with data in Fig. 2 which shows a critical activity of sintering activity as function of the temperature. Although, the variation of the determined activation energy in the studied densification range is limited, the Dorn’s method seems to represent in a better detail the thermal diffusivity in the sample than a representation limited to the level of densification. This can be explained by the fact that diffusive phenomena are better described by the thermal energy level than on the microstructure, especially when this is evolving in a narrow range of density and porosity variations.

Despite such differences, results showed that various heating cycles for the studied porous CGO10 tape can be described by the same MSC using constant thermal activation energy. It is proved that all the values of activation energy calculated by the three different methods match with each other quite well, no matter whether taken in iso-rate or iso-thermal conditions. This indicates that the assumptions for these methods, such as microstructure evolution during sintering only dependent on density, microstructural state unchanged during temperature increment in Dorn’s method, etc. are basically correct in the present study. It also indicates that the whole investigated sintering process was dominated by a same diffusion mechanism. Such individual mechanism, however, cannot be distinguished by dilatometry and a direct microstructural characterization is needed.

3.3 Determination of grain growth kinetics of CGO10 tape
The above methods give out the apparent densification activation energy only based on the geometry (i.e. strain or density) evolution during sintering, which do not refer to any particular microstructures. However, the driving force in sintering is related to the microstructural features because it depends mainly on the surface energy at the grain boundaries and pore/grain interface. The grain growth of porous CGO10 tape during early stage sintering was also investigated to clarify the relation between microstructure and densification in the sintering kinetics. As an illustration, high resolution SEM images of CGO10 tape sintered at 1250 °C/0h and 1250 °C/4h are shown in Fig. 6.

The average grain size, \( G_t \), was evaluated from the SEM images and Fig. 7 displays the variations of grain size versus isothermal time at different temperatures. This shows that the grain size increases with sintering proceeds for all the investigated CGO10 tapes at different heating temperatures. Grain growth is very slow for the CGO10 samples sintered at 1100-1200 °C, which becomes faster for the samples sintered at 1250 °C. This is expected in CGO because the high dopant level constrains the growth by solute drag effect especially at low temperatures [30]. However, compared to the dry pressing pellets, the grain growth in the investigated porous CGO10 tape in the initial stage of sintering is very limited overall [19, 31], indicating a certain inhibition of the sintering process due to the large porosity in the samples. The latter is expected especially where supercritical porosity (stable) is present in the material [32, 37]. Although in CGO porous tapes final stage of the sintering was not achieved, both dilatometry (see, Fig. 1) and microscopy analysis (not shown here) suggested that supercritical porosity induced by use of graphite pore-former was pretty high at around 20-30 % of the total volume.

Normally, grain growth kinetics is analyzed under isothermal conditions from grain size vs. time curves (Fig. 7), in accordance with the well-known grain growth kinetics equation: [31, 38]

\[
G_t^m - G_0^m = Kt = K_0 t \exp\left(-\frac{Q_g}{RT}\right)
\]

where \( G_t \) is the average grain size at time \( t \), \( G_0 \) is the initial grain size, \( m \) is the kinetic grain growth exponent typically between 2 and 4, \( K \) is a rate constant, \( K_0 \) is a pre-exponential constant, \( Q_g \) is the
apparent activation energy for grain growth, \( R \) is the gas constant and \( T \) is the absolute temperature. The kinetic grain growth exponent \( m \) for CGO was assumed to be 2 from Chen et al [30]. And therefore Eq. (13) can also be rewritten as:

\[
\text{Ln}(G_t^2 - G_0^2) = \text{Ln}K_0 + \text{Ln}t - \frac{Q_g}{RT}
\]  

(14)

Fig. 8 shows the corresponding plots for the evaluation of activation energy for grain growth based on Eq. (14). It is shown that data are well fitted in by linear functions fitting and the activation energy for grain growth of CGO10 tape was evaluated by the slope to be 427±22 kJ·mol\(^{-1}\). Correlation coefficients for all the linear fitting in Fig. 8 are higher than 0.99. The pre-exponential constant \( K_0 \) was also calculated, with a value of 0.04 m\(^2\)·s\(^{-1}\), which represents the grain growth rate to some extent. The fitting of grain growth exponent \( m \) equals to 3 and 4 was also conducted in this work, but the linear regression was unacceptable. This suggests that the assumption of \( m=2 \) is reasonable and grain growth of the porous CGO10 tape proceeds predominantly through grain boundary diffusion mechanism [30, 31]. It is also found that the evaluated activation energy for grain growth is very close to that determined for densification of CGO10 tape. Therefore, we can conclude that the densification processes of porous CGO10 tape in the early stage of sintering are dominated by the same diffusion mechanism.

Grain growth kinetics Eq. (13) can also be rewritten as [29, 30]:

\[
G_t^2 - G_0^2 = 2M \gamma(t - t_0)
\]  

(15)

where \( M \) is the grain boundary mobility, \( \gamma \) is grain boundary energy. From the grain growth kinetics analyzed above, grain boundary mobility can be evaluated. In the analysis of the sintering processes, the grain boundary energy of the material is generally taken constant. For doped-ceria systems grain boundary energy is \( \gamma \approx 0.3 \) J·m\(^{-2}\) [29]. The grain boundary mobility for the porous CGO10 tape was calculated about \( 10^{-18}-10^{-16} \) m\(^3\)·N\(^{-1}\)·s\(^{-1}\) in the investigated temperature range (1100-1250 °C), which is estimated to be around 1-2 order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding dry pressing pellet [29].
This confirms that porosity acts as grain growth inhibitor during sintering. The forces driving the sintering are generated by energy minimization processes at the surface of particles and grains. Such phenomena are carried out via mass diffusion mechanisms and lead to spontaneous contacting, adhesion, densification and growth of the particles. High porosity can decrease the chance of particle contact, and grain boundary mobility is therefore slowed, which leads to the slower grain growth for the investigated porous CGO10 tape.

Similarly to the MSC, we can also define:

$$\Theta_g = K_0 t \exp\left(-\frac{Q_g}{RT}\right)$$

(16)

Therefore, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as:

$$G_t^2 - G_0^2 = \Theta_g$$

(17)

The relationship between $G_t$ and $\Theta_g$ can be regarded as a grain growth master curve [39]. Based on the evaluated pre-exponential constant $K_0$ and activation energy $Q_g$ for grain growth, the grain growth master curve for sintering of porous CGO10 tape was constructed, as shown in Fig. 9. Our experimental measurements for CGO10 tape sintered at different temperatures and times are also shown in Fig. 9, well fitted to the constructed grain growth master curve.

V. Conclusion

Compared to dry pressing pellet, the porous CGO10 tapes showed different densification behavior due to their different green density and particle arrangement. This work investigated the densification and grain growth kinetics in the early-stage sintering of porous CGO10 tape. The sintering kinetics and activation energy for densification were determined employing three different methods: iso-density lines approach, master sintering curve (MSC), and the Dorn’s method. The iso-density lines
approach and Dorn’s method gave out a series of activation energy at respective densification levels, whereas the variation of the determined values in the investigated densification range is very limited. For the MSC method, constant activation energy was determined for the entire sintering process. All the three methods produced similar kinetics results with densification activation energy of around 440-470 kJ·mol⁻¹. This indicated that the whole investigated sintering process is dominated by a unique diffusion mechanism. Moreover, the activation energy for grain growth was evaluated to be ~427±22 kJ·mol⁻¹ in the temperature range 1100-1250 °C and the grain growth master curve was constructed. It is indicated that both the densification and grain growth processes for porous CGO10 tape are dominated by grain boundary diffusion mechanism. The determined activation energy for densification energy and grain growth of porous CGO10 tape is comparable to those values reported for gadolinium oxide doped ceria dry pressing pellets in literature. However, due to the high porosity, the grain boundary mobility for porous CGO10 tape (10⁻¹⁸-10⁻¹⁶ m³·N⁻¹·s⁻¹) was estimated around 1-2 order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding dry pressing pellet in the investigated temperature range, which led to the slower grain growth behaviour in porous CGO10 tape.
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Figure Captions:

**Fig. 1** Strain comparison of CGO10 pellet and tape as a function of sintering temperature at a heating rate of 1°C/min in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C. The inset is the linear strain rate of the correspondent plots.

**Fig. 2** Relative densities evolution of porous CGO10 tape as a function of temperature at different heating rates in the temperature range of 800-1250 °C. Inset plots show the corresponding densification rates.

**Fig. 3** Logarithm curves of $\ln(T)\frac{d\rho}{dt}$ against reciprocal sintering temperature for CGO10 tape at different relative densities.

**Fig. 4** Constructed MSC for sintering of porous CGO10 tape using activation energy of $Q=440$ kJ·mol$^{-1}$ for the whole stage. The inset shows the mean residual square (MRS) as a function of activation energy.

**Fig. 5** Determination of activation energy for densification of porous CGO10 tape by using Dorn’s method.

**Fig. 6** SEM images of CGO10 tape sintered at 1250 °C/0h and 1250 °C/4h.

**Fig. 7** Variations of average grain size versus isothermal time at different temperatures.

**Fig. 8** Logarithm curves of $\ln(G_i^2 - G_0^2)$ against reciprocal sintering temperature of CGO10 tape, with apparent activation energy indicated.

**Fig. 9** Grain growth master curve for porous CGO10 tape.
$Q = 470 \pm 31 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$
\( Q_g = 427 \pm 22 \text{ kJ}\cdot\text{mol}^{-1} \)